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Compass Announces Partnership with Vantage!
Boise, ID (August 2018) – Compass Sales Solutions, the industry leader in sales opportunity software for
the office technology industry, is excited to announce their partnership with Vantage specializing in
service management solutions that maximize workforce productivity, improve customer satisfaction and
minimize operational costs.
Vantage Online is a new breed of service management and billing system, designed to meet the exacting
needs of the MPS, Managed Service and Office Technology markets. For those in these markets,
Vantage Online is the most comprehensive and user-friendly solution available.
We are proud to work with Vantage to bring even better solutions to dealers within our networks.
Compass Sherpa provides users with all the sales tools to prospect price, propose, close, and maintain
both customers and prospects. The Compass Product easily integrates with the Vantage Online program
allowing dealers to easily import new companies, identify machine upgrades, expiring leases, and
execute a base management strategy.
Compass dealers who utilize Vantage Online have the ability to view real-time data for equipment
information, lease expirations, contract, meter and service history in one centralized location. This
integration allows Compass users to run extensive queries by model, meter, the number of service calls
and expiring lease dates.
“This strategic alliance brings together an alliance focused on enhancing operations for the independent
dealer community. The automation of front-end workflow via Compass Sherpa and live, supported
access to Vantage Online from prospect through fulfillment brings a whole new level to the sales game,”
said Troy Casper, President, and founder of Compass Sales Solutions. “A relationship like this offers
another great solution for the entire imaging channel.”
“Compass Sherpa is a highly effective and industry-specific sales system that continues to develop
innovative solutions, which is why we have chosen it as a partner. They have an outstanding reputation
and a proven track record of success! The Compass Product easily integrates with Vantage Online, giving
our customers’ sales teams the essential tools they need to generate leads and close more deals,” says
Tony Milford, Managing Direct for Vantage.
About Compass Sales Solutions:
Since 2001, Compass Sales Solutions has been the leading sales force automation provider for the office
technology industry in 8 countries with over 13,000 users. Compass Sherpa provides a comprehensive
suite that automates all aspects of the sales process and allows your sales professionals to utilize one
tool to manage their sales goals completely. This includes prospect/client identification, Outlook
integration, product configuration, proposal generation, MPS analysis and mapping, ERP integration,

and mobile access via smartphones and tablets. Compass Sherpa will be the tool your team will want to
use, not have to use. Visit us at compasscontact.net
About Vantage:
Founded in 1992, Vantage is one of the worlds’ leading developers of service management solutions
that maximize workforce productivity, improve customer satisfaction and minimize operational costs.
We have provided solutions to service operations in more than 35 countries throughout the world.
We are committed to ensuring that Vantage solutions meet the increasingly complex needs of
customers and profit-driven management, both today and into the future.
Vantage Online is designed to make your field service, helpdesk, installation, stock, reporting and billing
functions as responsive and efficient as possible. It gives you an in-depth insight into your operations,
enabling you to save time, reduce costs, increase profitability and improve efficiency.
For more information visit, www.vantagecomputing.co.uk.

